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Opera music is able to release great emotions within ourselves. It allows us to get in contact with feelings like 
anger, happiness, jealousy, revenge and love. Big emotions and actually the best ingredients to make great 
“story telling” 

So how do we unleash the hidden potential in opera and make it pop? How do we hook the viewers on the idea, 
that classical music is entertaining and not necessarily highbrow? And how do we make a dam good show out 
of it!!

The answer is: “The High note”

First sight it appears like an x-factor or x-Got talent show only now for classical singing. 

But this is an innovative entertainment concept, where the reportage genre meets the grip from the reality tal-
ent shows. But what’s new in this???

First of all, it brings highbrow opera down to Earth and out to the people and it gets the viewers much closer to 
the participants. 

We will test the participants with tasks that goes further, than we have seen before and we are doing it all, in a 
mix of reportage an studio-production 

We actually can provide a Real wow-factor to the viewers. It takes a lot of skills to sing this kind of Music. So the 
participants have to be skilled. 

For example your physic has to be strong when you’re on stage. So we test the competitor’s physical strengths 
to the limit. They are going out biking, swimming, running. And we are using science to measure their lung ca-
pacity and filming their vocal lips. How high, deep and long can they sing? Their acting has to be superb. So we 
test them in their acting skills. The competitors have to reach out to an audience. How do they manage to do 
that in front of an unprepared crowd of people? The results will be hilarious and provide a real wow factor.

The participants will sing the classical most well known opera hits, so there is a high degree of familiarity within 
the content of the format. It will appeal to a board audience though and exciting mix of reportage and compet-
itive talent show grips and tricks. The core intention of the format is to bring highbrow opera down to earth and 
out to the people.   

“The High Note” is a format that can impress and engage the whole family. It is a 360 degree format. It will 
incorporate Twitter, Face book and YouTube as parallel forums for the programs. Here, viewers have the op-
portunity to debate and engage in dialogue with the participants along the way. See uncut, behind the scenes 
material where the participant’s perform in front of the judges as well as practice sessions with their singing 
teacher in full length. 

The host of the program will encourage the viewers to try the test themselves and post the results and talk 
about it on the social media platform. This is a primetime tv-show in 
X-episodes. Duration 60 minutes.
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